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Conformity is established between analytic conditions of C-bifurcation [l] and 
the spectrum of eigenvalues of matrices of point mapping linearized in the 
neighborhood of the degenerate trajectory. This approach allows to consider 
all possible basic structures of C-bifurcation boundades of parameters space, 
and to reveal new cases of existence and birth of periodic modes, including 
the occurrence at C-bifurcations of attracting sets with diverging trajectodes 
(“strange attractors”). Mathematical modeIs are devised for the majority of 
structures of C-bifurcation boundaries. Some of the bifurcation transformations 
are obtained by one-dimensional mapping, which make it possible to folIow 
closely the process of emergence of complex structures due to parameter varia- 
tion. 

1. Dynamic systems whose phase space consists of regions @I,. . . , Ok, merg- 
ed in some way, in which motions are defined by different equations, are considered 
A characteristic of such systems is the specific sequence of passing through these reg- 
ions. If at the change of parameter a section of the phase trajectory of periodic mot- 
ion in (91 reaches the boundary of region 0, (a C-bifurcation), a further change 
of parameter results in a continuous transition of that motion to a mode of another 
type which contains one more trajectory section in @, , and this corresponds to the 
simplest bifurcation pattern. 

More complex situations are also possible. These include: merging of two motions 
of different types, followed by their disappearance, doubling of the oscillation period 
Cl], emergence of a set of subharmonic modes [2] and of parameter space of extreme 
complexity in the neighborhood of the C-bifurcation boundary, producing the effect 
of boundary “blunfag” 131. (Complex motions whose analysis reduces to that of one- 
dimensionaI mapping were considered in, e.g., [4] and in the survey [51). Investiga- 
tion of complex motions in piecewfae-continuous systems generally results in the 
analysis of disccmtinuous point mapping. Note that smooth systems of the Lore& 
model type [SJ may also lead to discontinuous mappings. 

As formulated here, the phase trajectory L,, of periodic motion that reaches 
one of the piecewise-continuous regions a, corresponds to parameter ~1 = 0 . 
In the neighborhood of La the trajectories generate a continuous point mapping n 
of some surface D. Since the trajectories may either penetrate (DI or not, n 
consists accordingly of maps n+ and n- merged into one. 

We introduce on D a system of coordinates zi such that the fixed point tahen 
as the reference point would correspond to I( = 0 . We select the 2, -axis so 
that the matrices of equations linearized with respect to xi and I( , which define 
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~~fo~a~ D+ and II-, differ by the elements of their last columns cl]. The 
equat[oas of the Hnearized maps art fhcn of the fom 

X’ = AX + cp, Xm > 0 
(1.1) 

X’ =B~z+cp, %<O (1.2) 

where 2 and c are n-dimensional, vc@ors, p is a small parameter, and A and 
B are square matrica in which url = bsj when i # n. The latter ensures 

the continuity of the lo&t mapping (1. XI, (1.2). 
Note that multipls mappfng of the type 

Since 

(1.31 

(1.4) 

(L5) 

0.61 
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x0 0) Xl3 (1) < 0 (1.8) 

A motion of double period defined by the fixed points of mapping (1.6) is produced 
when condition 

Xa (- 1) xs (- 1) < 0 (1.9) 

is satisfied. 
Let us present conditions (1.7) - (1.9) in a form more convenient for considering 

posible &n~ctures of C-bifurcation boundaries. Let ccl and pi (f = 1, . . . , n) 
be the spectra of eigenvalues of matrices A and B, We represent the character- 
istic polynomiaI8 in the form 

Since the coefficients of there poIynomiaIs are real, the signs of expressions %a 
(4) and Xa (1) are determined by the number of real roots that exceed i- 1 

( (Ja+and U B+) 9 respectively), whiIe those of expresciont XU (- 1) and X B 
(- 1) depend on the number of real roots lying to the left of - 1 (aa- and Ue’). 

From this we have the following conditions. 
Condition 1. If U,+ +a~+ iseven, thenatthechangcofrignof )I 

the tied point of transformation (1.1) continuousIy converts into the fixed point of 
transformation (1.2). 

Condition 2. If a=+-!- ug+isodd, thefixedpointsoftransformations 
(Ll)and(l.,2)Iieononeddeoftheaxis p 10, mergeat p =0, andvanish 
011 the othu side. 

Condition 3. If ua’-kug’ is odd, a pair of ftxed points of transformat- 
ion (l. 6) which corresponds to the motion of double pufod is generated 

To determine the Location of the region of existence of the motion of double period 
relrtive to p = 0 it is sufficient to know the number a& + U& (or U&j + U&) 
of products of matrices AB and M (or AB and BB ) that exceed +i 
and useCondition 1 or 2 for any of the continuau transformations (1.3) or (1.4). Note 
that the eigenvalues of matrices AA and BB are, respectively, equal a12 and 

812 (t = 1 , . . *, n). 

2. From the entire manifoId of structures of the parameter space bifurcation bamd- 
arks we separate the basic ones which we define as structures whose single and double 
periodic motions only have to be considered. 

For convenience of representation of bifurcation transformations we use the follow- 
ing notation for periodic motions. The motion defined by a fixed point of mapping 
(1.1) is denoted by A if it is stable, and by a ff unstable; the motion defined by a 
fixed point of mapping (1.2) correspondingly by B and b, and the motion defined 
by fixed pointx of the daubIe transformation (1.6) 
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by AB and ab when these are stable and n&able. respectively. fn this formu‘ta 
E deriotes a utit matrix. 

Since eigeuvah~es contatied in a circ& of unit radius correspond to stable periodic 
motious, the region of existence of any two of the three stable motions A ) ;8, and 
AB can, in coafomity with Comiition 1, only lie on dfffwat ticks of a& p = 0, 

When at least one of the considered two periodic motions is umtabte, gtnararty 
any df&rWfforI ~~~Y~~ ai, fiiS ht relatke to + i and -4 is FormaEy 
po&ble* T&is rrnprrct the ~~ of eJWeW2e of bask s&WWeB of the 

C-bifurcation boundary, which represat 5ve essentially Werent CB~FS, 
C a s e 1’. A simple change of the type of motion for which CF,+ + q8+ and 

a@- f o8- are even numbers. DepeUrq on the specific values of at and bt 
three ~~f~~~ structures are po&ble 

A -+ b, AB (n > i), A -+ b, ab (n 3 l), a -+ Lz, ab (n > 11, C% 41 

4 -+ b, AB (R > ii?), a -+ b, ab f~1> 2) 

Case 5”. Mergtng of two typ@ of motia wrtb formation of a daub;lc/osciUa- 
ti~~m~e~~ CT,* -f- a@* and a& f- crfr- areodd, and f&p’ f %CZ+ is 
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even. Here four structures are formally possible 

A, b-+AB, A, b-+ab 

a, b_tAB, a, b+ ab 

(2. f-3 

The last case requires some clarification. The point is that in the case of trans- 
formation of a straight line into a straight line (n = 1) the existence of a fixed 
double point impltes the existence of a siqle one 143, i. e. the impossibility of reali- 
zing transformations (2.6). The impossibility of obtaining these structures for n = 2 
can be proved, but the question of their realization for n > 2 remains for the time 
being open. 

Formulas (2.2)- (2.6) show that twelve possible basic structures, in nine of which 
transformation is accompanied by stability loss, may correspond to C -bifurcations 
of stable periodic motions A, B , or A B . 

3. It is shown below that it is always possible to obtain a mapping of the form 
(1.11, (1.2) that conform to specified spectra cq and bi . 

Let 2n values of at and $* be specified, and let it be required to determine 
elements aif and btj of matrices A and B. Since ail = b,, (j # n), 
there are n3 -i- n unknowna. The problem is simpltfied by retaining 2n elem- 
ents at,, and bt, only as the unknowns. Remaining elements can be specified with 
some degree of arbitrariness, but so as not to loose unknowns when writing down the 
principal minors. For example 

=ij =O (i+j+l) ajtl,j=l (j=1,2 ,..., n-l) (3.1) 

Coefficients yk of characteristic polynomials 

2 (A) = ?b” + yp1 + . . . + yn (3.2) 

n 
are equal to the sum, taken with factor (--l)k , of all 0 k principal minors of 
the k-th order of the determinant det (A) or det (B) C7J. Since unknowns are 
only left in the last column, the above coefficients are linearly dependent on the 
sought elements. On the other hand, the definition of characteristic polynomials in 
(1, 1Ol implies that Yk are symmetric fWiCtiOIU of specified roots 

(3.3) 
Yka = (- 1)’ i $ . . . ?$ aia, . . . a, 

isI j-1 x 

YkP = (- l)k i i . . . ,jl BP, . . . & 
isI j=l .- 
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where i#j#.. .#r 0veraUfactois k . 
of 28% linear equations with a nonzero determinant. 

As the wit we obtain a system 

Asanexample, weconstmctmappiags(Ll), (1.2)for n= 1,2,3. 
1) Two efgenvalues a and p are specified and taken as the elements of matrices 

of one-dimeasional transfcrmation. The Jgenvalue of the matrix products ABis a& 
2) Four eigenvalues a&, as, &, and pa are specified. We seek matrices A and 

B of the form (3.11. We detemdne elements aas and +s by fords 

Qu = asa, -d&(A)=--ale, pa=al+as=Tr(A)=a, (3.4) 

we sfmuar~y obtain bls and bq2e As the result, we have transformation 
matrices of the form 

(3.5) 

Ekgerkvaluer of t&e matrix product ABor of the similar product BA are determined 
by the roots of equation 

(3.6) 

3) Let Its obtain m&*&s of tllMe4f mslylonol treatba of the form (3.1) 

for spsctftod tpkctro of % %, as, &, &,, =d fis. E&SXEH+M at8 are &hrmhd 
by formulas 

VP = --aas = - (aI + a, + as) = -pa (3.7) 

ys= = --“rs = %a, + has + asal = s, 

y*= = ---a,$ = -cqz+~ = -qa 

Similarly we have 

ion 

b IS = qe, 4s = -sgc km = PS 

From (3, I), (3.7). and (3,8) we obtain the so@ mat&e@ 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

~~~alue~ of the m&i.x productABare deterndrwd by the set of roots of equat- 
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4. The above analysis, limited to single and double periodic motions, only shows 
that, when the specified condittons are satisfied, the pattern of bffurction is not simpler 
than the one defined above as the basic. The complete bifurcation pattern may prove 
to be much more complex. 

of particular interest are C-bifurcations transformations with loss of stability and 
generation of several unstable modes, including the double mode. Appearance of the 
latter indicates the possibility of existence of even more complex periodic modes. 
Conditions under which these transformations are safe [8,9] and all multiple fixed 
points unstable may correspond to the appearance of the strange attractor. 

As the fiit example, let us consider the two-dimensional continuous madping of 
the form (3.5) which depends on the three parameter P, P, r (PY r > 0) 

, 
5 =qy, y’=x+Ty-p (y>O) 

5’ = -j&Y, y'=s+(f-_)Y-p (y<O) 

In conformtty with (3.4) and (3.5) the eigenvalues of transformation matrices are 

For these eigamlua Condition 1 is satisfied in the interval i < z < 2, where 
oneoftheperiodicmodesurittfor p<o andtheotherfor p > 0. Coudit- 
iar2 IssaUafkdintheregion O< %<I inwhichbothmodesexistfor p<O 
andtnregion 7>2 wheretheyexistfor P>O. condim3issatidiedwhen 

0< P<I and ~>2. Adoublepe&dicmotionexistaintheseregicms. The 
characte&ic polynomial (3.6) of that motion assumes the form 

as- i+ +-$)(+_+))~++o ( ( 
Motion AI? is stable when the inequalities 

are satisfied. Violation of the left-hand inequality corresponds to the appearance of 
root 5 = +1 , and that of the right-hand one of root h = -i which are 

sbwa in Fig. 1 by the solid and dash lines, respectively. Subdiviaton of the plane 
of parameters p and z into regions with different structures of the C-bifurcation 
boundaries is also shown in Fig. 1, where the structures of regions denoted by the same 
numerals with and without primes differ by the direction of variation of parameter 
jk and by the perfodic mode designation. Fgr example, the increase of p the 
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to obtain a C-bifurcation transformation with which the stable mode A vanishes 
at ~1 = 0 simultaneously generating not less than a set of periodic modes b, 
ab,. . ., ak-*b, Ak-‘B (k > 2) of which the most complex one is stable. 

The conditions of existence of mode a k-1 b reduce to conditions for the signs of 
the fixed point sequence 

21* Q 0, 2*+ > 0, . . .) Zk* > 0 (4.2) 

Expresslug the values of these points in terms of IL, a, and B, we readily find 
that all of conditions (4.2) are satisfied for r>O, if 

p < - (f + a-’ + CC-’ + . . . + amkt2) = jk (a) (4.3) 

It follows from (4.3) that when a and fi are specified and there exists a mode 
of multiplicity I all modes of lower multiplicity exist, since fr (Q) < fk W for 
k< 1. 

Since the eigenvalue of the mode of k -multiplicity is a*% the condition 
of that mode stabiltty is of the form 

p > -cck+ = i& (a) (4.4) 

Analysis of conditions (4.3) and (4.4) shows that with decreasing b the mode of 
multiplicity k first becomes unstable, and only after that a mode of multiplicity 
k + f is generated, as wellaa that for any k& 2 there exist a and fi which 

simultammusly satisfy both conditions 

since the remainder Of the m~ObXiiCally inCmaoing functions (Pk and fk changes 
its sign and the iianctlons intersect at some point 0 < ok < 1. 

The above statement is proved. When (4.5) is satisfied, then at lr = 0 we 
have the safe transformation A + A ‘-lB, . . . . Note that in the case of the revealed 
set of structures the concept of safe and unsafe C-bifurcation boundary cannot be 
uniquely linked with its simplest structure, as was done in Cl), When for P>O 
there are not stable fixed points, the transformation may be either unsafe (e. g., A 
-+ b) or safe. Regions of possible existence of an attractor is shaded in Fig, 2 where 
the dash line denotes the bamdary of the region of appearance of triple fixed points; 
above that line modes of any multiplicity can exist [4]. 

A Lamery diagram for five points of the parameter plane is shown in Fig. 3, where 
the notation conforms to Fig. 2 (u > 0). The diagram lower part shows the nominal 
subdivision of the z -axis into intervals of “contraction” and “dispersal” of points 
of mapping (4.1). The unstable simple fixed point zr (black dots) and the mapped 
onto it point -to (small circles) define In Fig. 3 the subdivision boundaries 
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with its ends when the image of point z = 0 is at point 20. Case 4 (al, fi,) has 
been chosen on the bifurcation boundary a + afi - p = o which corresponds to the 
loss of the attraction property by the intervat 

Cases I and 3 relate to an unsafe C-boundary: for p > 0 there exists either 
a stable fixed point or a strange attractor both of which vanish at P = 0. The 
stable point merges with the unstable and, when the strange attractor vanishes, the 
position of the attraction interval within the contraction interval remains unchanged 
for any as small as desired P > 0. 

For a < 1 the attraction interval becomes “absolutely stable” (Case 5 of as, 
B,with structure A 4 b, aa). The C-boundary p = 0 is here safe and corresponds 
the transformation of motion A either into a stable periodic mode of complex type 
or into a strange attractor. Computer simulation of mapping (4.1) showed convergence 
to the respective periodic sequence of fixed points (Case 6 with the related structure 
A + b, AB,, Case 8 and structure A -, AsB, . . ., and Case 10 with structure 

A A A=%-, . ..+ shown in Fig. 2) or the complete filling of the attraction interval (Case 
5, Case 7, with A -, b, ub, and Case 9 with A -) b, ob, . . . ., 00). 
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